Art Directory

Blue Garage

Red Garage

International Arrivals

Passenger Exit Area

Baggage Claim

Art

- Chris Sauter, Airport Seating (Somewhere Between Here And There)
- Enrique Olivera, Trescasis
- Jay Shinn, Illuminated Icon #5
- Jay Shinn, Illuminated Icon #6
- Jay Shinn, Illuminated Icon #8
- Jeremy Castilla, We Belong Together
- Joseph Havel, Moon Shadow
- Kai Neill, Language of Evolving Trails
- Kelli Vance, Before Departure
- The Art Guys, Lamp

fly2houston.com

Paging & Information: 1-713-640-3000

TTY: 1-713-641-7781 or 1-713-640-3000

USO: 1-281-443-2451

Lost & Found: 1-281-233-9373 or 1-713-845-6555

TTY: 1-713-641-7781 or 1-713-640-3000

EXIT

EXITS

William P. Hobby Airport